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Tap into the full power of Flash MX by learning how and when to employ  ActionScripting. ActionScripting in Flash MX is  structured into 2 parts. In the Foundation section readers learn general  programming theory and how it applies to Flash. Then the book progresses through  more complex Flash ActionScripting applications, including functions, arrays,  objects, components, and interfacing with external data. Short tasks and  real-world analogies demonstrate specific concepts. In the Workshop section, the  reader actually builds practical applications that range in complexity from  beginner to advanced. At the end of the Workshop section, the reader will  actually debug broken scripts.
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Fiber Optic Sensors (Optical Science and Engineering)CRC Press, 2002

	This reference presents a comprehensive account of the recent advances and research in fiber optic sensor technology. It offers a progressive history of each sensor type as well as basic principles and fundamental building blocks for practical applications in the electrical aerospace, defense and manufacturing, smart structure, undersea...
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Transaction-Level Modeling with Systemc: Tlm Concepts and Applications for Embedded SystemsSpringer, 2006
Throughout the evolution of microelectronics industry, SoC designers
have always been struggling to improve their productivity in order to fully
exploit the growing number of transistors on a chip achievable by the silicon
process capacity.

The answer to this challenge has always been increasing the level of...
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Student's Guide to Calculus ISpringer, 1985

	This Student Guide i s exceptional, maybe even unique, among such guides in that its author, Fred Soon, was actually a student user of the textbook during one of the years we were writing and debugging the book. (He was one of the best students that year, by the way.) Because of h i s background, Fred has taken, i n the Guide, the point of...
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MOS 2013 Study Guide for Microsoft WordMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		The Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) certification program has been designed to validate your knowledge of and ability to use programs in the Microsoft Office 2013 suite of programs, Microsoft Office 365, and Microsoft SharePoint. This book has been designed to guide you in studying the types of tasks you are likely to be required...
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Exam 70-411 Administering Windows Server 2012 (Microsoft Official Academic Course Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Microsoft Windows Server is a multi-purpose server designed to increase reliability and flexibility of  a network infrastructure. Windows Server is the paramount tool used by enterprises in their datacenter and desktop strategy. The most recent versions of Windows Server also provide both server and client virtualization. Its...
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Down Milling Trimming Process Optimization for Carbon Fiber-Reinforced Plastic (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2018

	
		This book offers recommendations on the milling processes for the carbon fiber reinforced plastic CFRP/Al2024. Due to the anisotropic and non-homogeneous structure of CFRP and the ductile nature of aluminum, the machining of this material is very challenging and causes various types of damage, such as matrix cracking and thermal...
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